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Preface
The fourth industrial revolu on, represented by a new genera on of digital technologies, has been 
penetra ng into all areas of economy and society, leading the rapid changes in produc on mode and 
opera on and management mode. The Chinese government has made a series of major decisions in the 
energy revolu on, digital China construc on, and digital economy growth, to develop the digital industry, 
the digi za on of industries, and the in-depth integra on of digital economy and the real economy, thus 
accelera ng high-quality economic development. 

As a state-owned enterprise that is vital to people's livelihood, CSG resolutely implements major national 
deployments, grasps the historic opportunities, and takes digital transformation as its starting point to 
make the power grid digital, network-assisted and intelligent, build digital power grids, and upgrade the 
energy industry with "power + computing" campaign, to promote high-quality economic and social 
development.

The digital power grid is a new concept, refined by CSG from years of research and practice. The digital power 
grid applies cloud computing, big data, Internet of Things, mobile Internet, artificial intelligence, block chain, 
and other new-generation digital technologies to transform the traditional power grid, giving data a full role 
as a production factor. In the digital power grid, data flows contribute to and optimize energy and business 
flows, enhance flexibility, openness, interactivity, economic efficiency, and sharing ability, and make the use 
of the power grid safer, greener, more intelligent, reliable, and efficient. Compared to the smart power 
grid, which focuses on technology, the digital one will have more new features and applications, and its 
impact will go beyond technology. 

This white paper focuses on the elabora on of the background, defini on, characteris cs, and development 
direc on of the construc on of the digital power grid, the introduc on to the digital power grid technology 
pla orm, business pla orm, and its security system, and the analysis of the value of the digital power grid 
for enterprises, society, ecology, and the country. It is aimed to help us seize this historic opportunity to work 
with all sectors of society to build a digital power grid, connect the whole energy industry with the digital 
power grid and integrate the industry into the digital economy, build an ecological system of the digital 
power grid, and effec vely promote the transforma on and upgrading of the energy industry and the high-
quality development of economy and society. 
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Background

Development Direc on of Digital Power Grids 

• Digitaliza on of Power Grids 

• Digi za on of Enterprises 

• Digi za on of Services 

• Digitaliza on of Energy and Economy 

Digital Business Technology Platform 

• Technology Roadmap 

•  Cloud-Digital Integrated Digital Technology Pla orm 

• Digital Business Pla orm 

• Connected to Ecology-related Par es in the Energy Industry 

The Value of Digital Power Grid 

Conclusion

• Promote the Transforma on of Enterprises to Operator, Integrator, and Provider 

•Enhance Society's Sense of Gain in Electricity

• Implement the Na onal Energy Strategy 

• Support the Construc on of Digital China 

• Network Security System 

•  Social Changes Brought by Digital Technologies 

• Survival in the Digital Age: A New Theme

•  Digital China: A National Strategy

• Digital Technology: Driver of Energy Revolution

Defini on and Characteris cs of Digital Power Grid

•  Defini on

•  Connota on and Characteris cs 

• Analyses on the Discrimination with the Concept of Smart Power Grid 
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Background

02

01

With the trend of global digi za on, digital transforma on is impera ve. Through digital trans-
forma on, grid enterprises will build a new type of digital, intelligent, and internet-based 
power grid, that is, the digital power grid. 
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由蒸汽技术驱动，机器代替了手工，

推动生产模式进入机械化时代。

由电力技术驱动，电气替代了蒸汽，

推动生产模式进入电气化时代。

由信息技术驱动，计算机与网络

应用推动社会进入信息化时代。

以资本为核心，工厂、技术等生

产资料成为了工业经济的核心生

产要素。

新一代数字技术推动数字与产业全面融

合，带来生产方式、管理方式的根本性

变革，社会经济形态由工业经济向数字

经济转变，要素投入结构不断优化，企

业通过激发数据这一新驱动要素的巨大

创新潜能，不断催化和转化技术、管

理、劳动力、土地、资本等要素作用，

进而大幅提升全要素生产率，大力提升

企业及整个产业的核心竞争力，推动经

济社会深层次变革。
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The Development Process of the Industrial Revolu on

With steam technology, machines replaced 
manual work, promoting the production model 
to develop towards the era of mechanization. 

With electric power technology, electricity 
replaced steam, promoting the production 
model to develop towards the era of 
electrification. 

With information technology, computers 
and network applications promoted society 
to enter the age of information. With capital 
at its core, the means of production, such as 
factories and technologies, have become the 
key factors of production in the industrial 
economy.

The new generation of digital technologies 
promotes the comprehensive integration of 
digitalization and industries, bringing fundamental 
changes for modes of production and management. 
The economic form of society is changing from the 
industrial economy to the digital economy, and the 
structure of factor inputs is being optimized 
continuously. By stimulating the huge innovation 
potential of data , a new driving factor, enterprises 
are making continuous efforts to catalyze and 
transform the role of technology, management, 
labor, land, capital factors, and others, to 
significantly enhance the total factor productivity, 
greatly improve the core competitiveness of 
enterprises and the entire industry, and promote 
deep economic and social reforms. 

(The 1760s)

The First Industrial Revolu on

(The Mid-20th Century)

The Second Industrial Revolu on

(The 1950s)

The Third Industrial Revolu on

(Currently)

The fourth Industrial Revolu on

The disruptive technologies in the industrial revolution have increased productivity, brought about 
adjustments to production relations, contributed to the formation of a new economic development 
mode,  facilitated changes in economic structure and industries, and promoted profound social 
transformation. 

Social Changes Brought by Digital 
TechnologiesI 
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With the con nuous in-depth integra on of digital technology and 
the real economy, the consump on model has gradually trans-
formed from offline consump on to online consump on; monetary 
payment is gradually replaced by mobile payment; people work at 
home by teleworking rather than in the office; cloud mee ngs, 
cloud educa on, cloud tourism, and other "cloud + services" have 
become reality. All people have already go en used to the efficien-
cy, convenience, and personalized services brought by digital tech-
nologies to their life and work. People expect the service they 
receive with higher quality, higher levels, and lower prices.

06

Survival in the Digital Age: A New ThemeII
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With macroeconomic development becoming a new normal, build-
ing "Digital China" and developing a "digital economy" have become 
na onal strategies. In order to effec vely support the construc on 
of Digital China, the government has vigorously encouraged innova- 

on in the big data technology industry, promoted the development 
of a digital economy with data as a key element, and taken full 
advantage of big data to facilitate the moderniza on of na onal 
governance and to safeguard and improve people's livelihood. 
Building Digital China is a new policy to meet people's growing 
needs for a be er life and a new driving force to lead high-quality 
economic development. To accelerate the construc on of Digital 
China is to adapt to the new development direc on, fully imple-
ment the new development concept, cul vate new kine c energy 
by informa za on, which promotes new development, and creates 
new prosperity.

08

Digital China: A National StrategyIII
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A new generation of digital technologies opens up new ways for the 
in-depth energy revolution. Under the new situation of the 
energy revolution, the energy supply and demand pattern will 
see trends that fossil energy is gradually replaced by 
renewable energy, centralized supply replaced by distributed 
supply, the long-distance energy supply-demand balance mode 
replaced by local balance, the one-way supply of load-side energy 
flow replaced by two-way flow, etc. To solve the imbalance and 
inadequacy of energy supply and demand development in China, 
focus will be shifted to the supply and demand sides from the strong 
power grid structure. Promoting the in-depth integration of digital 
technology and the energy industry will help: meet the 
demand for digital, clean, personalized, convenient, and 
open energy use; enhance people's satisfaction in access to 
energy; improve energy utilization efficiency and the use of new 
energy; reduce energy waste and dependence on traditional 
fossil fuels; connect all parts in the energy industry chain, with 
a full circulation of data elements, so as to achieve a wider 
range of collaboration and sharing, and drive the 
upgrading and development of the energy industry.

10

Digital Technology: Driver of Energy Revolution IV 
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Therefore, under the synergy of the technology revolu on, survival in the digital age, na onal strategy, and 
energy revolu on, it is impera ve for power grid companies, which are at the core of the energy 
industry, to transform into a digi zed enterprise.

Through the transforma on to a digi zed enterprise, power grid companies will build a digital twin grid 
covering the whole power grid and the whole process of produc on, and improve the ability to regulate 
and control complex power grids; data will be used as the core element to enhance produc vity, release 
the value of data assets, promote the transforma on of business and opera on models, and achieve man-
agement and business transforma on; "Power + Compu ng" campaign will promote the energy revolu on 
and the construc on of new energy systems, and build a new ecology of the energy industry involving 
the related par es like the government, the whole energy industry chain, and users.

Through the transformation, the traditional power grid system will turn digital, intelligent, and internet-
based, realizing a new form of the power grid, a new business format for power grid companies, and a 
new ecology for the energy industry. That is the so-called digital power grid.

12
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Defini on and Characteris cs of Digital Power Grid02

The digital power grid has three connota ve proper es in physics, technology, and value and six 
main features, namely safe service, green consump on, pla orm empowerment, data drive, 
opening and co-sharing, and value crea on. The digital power grid gives the power grid more 
new features and new applica on scenarios, and its impact goes beyond the technical category, 
and it puts more emphasis on "number". The smart power grid mainly focuses on the physical 
characteris cs of the power grid with more inclina on towards the technical category and more 
emphasis on " smartness ". The development priori es of the two are different, but their aims of 
development are the same. In some scenarios, they interact with each other, complement, 
promote each other, and achieve integrated development. 

http://ipoipo.cn/
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Mainly driven by cloud compu ng, big data, Internet of Things, mobile Internet, ar ficial intelligence, block 
chain, and other new-genera on digital technologies, the digital power grid takes data as the key produc on 
factor, and bases on modern power and energy networks and new-genera on informa on networks. It is a new 
energy ecosystem that improves the level of digitaliza on, networking, and intelligence through the in-depth 
integra on of digital technologies with energy enterprises' business and management. It is flexible, open, 
interac ve, economical, and shareable, making the grid safer, greener, and more intelligent, secure, reliable, 
and efficient.

16

Defini onI 
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The key to building a digital power grid is digital 
technology. For the digital power grid, a new 
generation of digital technologies are used to 
create a digital twin power grid that covers the 
entire process of the power grid and all the 
aspects of production. 

The essence of digital power grid building is to 
create value, realize the transformation of 
internal vertical management of power grid 
enterprises to flat management, release the 
value of data assets, and realize resource 
integration and value reshaping. 

Physical 
Property 

Technical 
Property 

Value 
Property 

The foundation of digital power grid construction 
is the physical power grid. Various data and 
information generated by the physical power grid 
in the process of power transmission and its 
infrastructure constitute the foundation of the 
digital power grid. 

18

1. Three Key Properties

The digital power grid is a product of the power system under the influence of the new round of technological revolu on and the digital economy. It is a 
new value-form of the energy ecosystem in the digital economy that integrates the tradi onal power grid with the new genera on of digital technology. 
It has three key proper es.

Connota on and Characteris cs  II 
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2. Six Main Features

The six main features are divided according to the three different proper es. Because of its physical property, the digital power grid provides safe service and green 
consump- on. The technical property makes the digital power grid fully apply the digital technology in data collec on, reserve, and compu ng as well as business 
exploita on, which makes the digital power grid empowered by the pla orm and driven by data. In terms of the value property, the digital power grid not only uses energy 
flow to achieve economic value but also builds an energy ecosystem to fully exploit the value of data, which features open sharing and value crea on.

With digital technology, it is able to accurately predict the renewable energy output and power supply load, achieve a 
local balance between supply and demand of distributed energy, and improve the grid's renewable energy 
consumption capacity.

Safe Service Green Consump on

Using the new generation of digital technology, it is expected to build a digital twin grid covering the entire power 
grid and the whole process of production, so that the grid can make intelligent decisions and operate in a stable way; 
build a trustworthy security protection system with layered protection and level-by-level certification to provide 
unified and reliable network security service.

Based on the vertical connection with the electric power industrial chain and the horizontal assembling of energy 
ecosystem, the digital power grid, through digital technology, has pushed forward the opening and co-sharing among 
stakeholders of the energy ecosystem, driven the coordination, optimization and in-depth connection of total factors 
and of the whole industrial chain and value chain in the energy industry to realize the co-sharing of facilities, data and 
results.

Taking heavy assets of power grid equipment as production factors, the digital power grid has supported a high-
quality social and economic development through transferring energy flow; taking light assets such as electric power 
data as production factors, the grid has realized differentiated services through data mining, supported governmental 
policies, and exponentially maximized data value to prosper the digital economy and ecosystem.

Openness and Co-sharing Value Crea on

Based on the concept of platform and mid-end management, an integrated digital business platform is built to cover 
internal production and operation management, achieve digital business and fully support the increasingly rich 
business innovation and scenario-based new needs.

Pla orm 
Empowerment

Data Drive

With the help of digital technology, data in the whole enterprise and the whole energy industry chain are taken as 
production factors and applied to the production and operation of the enterprise. Positive feedback is kept being 
given, optimizing business, and improving the process.

http://ipoipo.cn/
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Since the end of the 19th Century, the electric power industry made its rise and has experienced different development stages such as the first and second 
genera- ons of the power grid and the smart power grid. Under the context of the Fourth Industrial Revolu on and the construc on of Digital China, a new 
genera on of digital technology has been deeply integrated with businesses of power grids, data has become an important produc on factor, and the 
construc- on of digital power grids has begun.

The First 
Genera on of 
Power Grid

The Second 
Genera on of Power 
Grid

Smart Power Grid

Digital Power Grid

Proposed 
Time

Development 
Background

Main Features

Produc on 
and Services

The Emergency of the 2nd 
Industrial Revolu on

Small Units, Low Voltages, and 
Small Power Grid

The Development of Mass Industrial Produc on

Large Units, Super-high Voltages, 
and Connected Power Grid

Exhausted Fossil Energy and Serious 
Pollu on of Global Environment

Safety, Reliability, Green and 
High Efficiency

The energy structure of electric power 
is gradually shi ing to renewable 

energy such as wind, solar, and water 
to provide power services.

The Rapid Rise of Digital Economy at the Beginning of 
the 4th Industrial Revolu on

Safe Service, Green Consump on, Pla orm Empower-
ment, Data Drive, Opening & Co-sharing, Value Crea on

The energy structure of electric power is gradually shi ing 
to renewable energy such as wind, solar, and water to 
provide power services; regarding data as produc on 

factors, it provides value-added services for electricity.The energy structure of electric power is mainly set up on fossil energy such as 
coal and natural gases to provide power services.

Development Phases of Power Grids

Analyses on the Discrimination with the Concept of 
Smart Power Grid 

III

The First Half of the 20th Century The Second Half of the 20th Century Early 21st Century Current Period
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The smart power grid and the digital power grid are two concepts related to the power grid but proposed under different development backgrounds. Based on the physical power 
grid, the two have differences, while also containing a certain rela on.

1. Different Development Priori es

The smart power grid focuses on the physical features of a power grid, while the digital 
power grid provides more new features and new applica on scenarios for a power grid.

Momentum for Development Capacity Building

Essen al Proper es Value Presenta on

Digital Power Grid

It is driven by advances in digital 
technology and changes in user needs

Smart Power Grid

It is mainly driven by the 
internal upgrading demands of 
the power system

Digital Power Grid

More a en on is paid to the 
building of capaci es for grid data 
collec on, analysis, and applica on

Smart Power Grid

More emphasis is given to the building of 
capaci es for achieving a safe, reliable, 
green, and efficiently opera ng power grid

Digital Power Grid

It emphasizes the use of data as a 
produc on factor is the 
embodiment of the digital economy 
in the power grid

Smart Power Grid

It emphasizes the properes of the 
energy industry, believing that this 
property is the core driving force for 
the energy transi on

Digital Power Grid

It emphasizes the discovery and 
crea on of the value of grid data and 
provides be er value-added services 
for society by op mizing grid 
technol-ogy, management, and 
organiza on

Smart Power Grid

It emphasizes safe, reliable, green, 
and efficient energy supply and 
services, and leads the improvement 
of technologies and the 
development of the equipment 
industry

http://ipoipo.cn/
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The two kinds of grids are complementary to each other with the same development goals.

We have made efforts to develop and u lize 
non-fossil energy, ac vely promoted changes in 
the way energy is produced and used, 
increased system flexibility, advanced the 
build-ing of a clean, low carbon, safe and 
efficient modern energy system, and 
transformed and upgraded the energy 
structure.

We have improved the intelligence level of 
transmission lines, supported the instant 
supervision, analysis, and implementa on 
of decisions of the power grid, and 
improved the power grid's safety defense 
capability, resource alloca on capability, 
and asset u liza on efficiency.

We have deployed an advanced measurement system, completed the building of a comprehensive and three-dimensional service 
inter-ac on pla orm, and advanced the implementa on of businesses of "Internet + business"; promoted electric energy subs tu on 
and electric vehicle infrastructure construc on, and improved terminal energy u liza on efficiency; accelerated the establishment of 
a com-plete demand-side response mechanism , and encouraged and guided the forma on of a consump on pa ern that is efficient 
and energy-saving and that ensures the interaction between supply and demand.

Power 
Consump on

Power 
Transmission

Power Supply

Goal: Improve the Safety of the Power 
Supply

Goal: Build a Safe and Efficient 
Transmission Grid

Goal: Build a Diverse and Interac ve 
Power Use System

They are intertwined in some scenarios.

2. Same Development Goals

http://ipoipo.cn/
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All in all, the digital power grid has provided more new features and new application scenarios for the 
power grid and posed impacts beyond the technical scope with an emphasis on "number" and 
presentation in number. The flow of data, information, energy, capital, and materials has run through 
every link of the power grid. The new generation of digital technology is applied in the collections, 
analyses, and decision making to make the grid safer, greener, more economical and more efficient for 
meeting people's requirements for a better life. The smart power grid has mainly focused on the physical 
features of the power grid with a bias on the technical scope, or the "smartness", so as to guarantee the 
safe, reliable, green, and highly efficient running of the grid through intelligent equipment, 
intelligent technology, intelligent collections, intelligent analyses, intelligent controlling and intelligent 
operation with industrial attributes. The two concepts are not opposite, but connected and 
intertwined in some scenarios. They are complementary to each other and pursue an integrated 
development through mutual-promotion.

The rapid development of digital technology has promoted the upgrading and evolvement of the smart power grid

The rapid development of digital technology has 
supported the interconnection and 
comprehensive perception of all aspects of the 
power system, the comprehensive collection and 
analysis of power grid operating status data, and 
the timely warning and detection of weak links 
in the power grid operation, providing a 
guarantee for the safe operation of the power 
grid in an all-round way.

The wide application of digital technology in the 
power production, transmission, 
transformation, distribution, and utilization of 
the power grid effectively improves the 
operating efficiency and intelligence level of all 
links.

Using digital technology to carry out advanced 
applications such as processing, simulation, 
analysis, insight, and interaction on the power grid 
has comprehensively facilitated the safe, reliable, 
green, and efficient operation of the power 
system. 

http://ipoipo.cn/
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Development Direc on of Digital Power Grid03

The digital power grid is developing in the direc on of grid digi za on, enterprise digi za on, 
service digi za on, and energy-ecology digi za on.

http://ipoipo.cn/
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Digitaliza on of Power 
Grid
The digitaliza on of the power grid is a complete mapping of the physical power grid in a digital world. 
Through the establishment of a digital twin model, the opera on on the digital world can func on on the 
physical world to realize a two-way interac on between the digital world and the physical world, as well as 
the transfer of the electric quan ty, status percep on, online monitoring, behavior tracking, trend analy-
sis, knowledge mining, and scien fic decision making of the power grid. The digitaliza on of the power 
grid can drive the power grid to develop towards a more intelligent direc on and promote the safe, 
reliable, intelligent, and economical running of the power grid. The advancement of digital technology can 
promote the transforma on and upgrading of the power grid to adapt to a variety of challenges in energy 
reform such as the access of large-scale new energy, the market reform of electric power, and diversified 
requirements of users. Aiming at maintaining a balance between the supply and demand of the power 
grid, the applica on of digital technology can help the grid adapt to outside changes and make it greener, 
safer, more economical, and more efficient.

Digitalization of 
Enterprises

Digitalization of Enterprises is a way to embed digital technology into the whole process of power grid enterprises including 
production, management, and operation to promote digital operation and decision-making, transform complex 
management into a simple one, and improve their capability of controlling, decision-making, organization, and coordination. 
It aims at building an integrated digital business platform covering the complete business of enterprises such as operation 
and management, rebuilding the business process driven by data, and optimizing organizational structure. Therefore, 
employees will engage in digital transformation, and business boundaries and information barriers will be broken up, which 
will promote highly efficient coordination occurring across levels, systems, departments, and businesses. Employees will 
fulfill their own jobs and duties while keeping high-level coordination to further optimize resource allocation. It aims at 
building an enterprise management cockpit with multi-dimensional connection and realizing quantized management 
by relying on digital technology. It takes quantized management as a means for targeted management, supports 
enterprises to make decisions covering all aspects with foresight and full-dimensional calculations as well as the 
capability of controlling the whole process. Therefore, a variety of production and operation actions such as strategic 
operation, business operation, and the running of industrial chains are under instant monitoring, dynamic analyses, and risk 
controlling to improve enterprises' insight capability and controlling level, and fully support operational risk management 
and scientific decision-making.

32

Value 
Transfer

Status 
Percep on

Online 
Monitoring

Behavior 
Tracking

Trend 
Analysis

Knowledge 
Mining

Scien fic 
Decision

Two-way Interac on

Safe and Stable 
Opera on Level of Power 

Grid

Produc on

Management

Opera on

Business Flow
Data Flow

Value Flow

Panoramic 
View

Holographic 
Judgment

All-dimensional 
Calcula on

Whole-
process 

Supervision

Opening and Co- sharing, Service Collabora on

I

II

Physical 
World

Digital 
World
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Digitalization of Energy and 
Economy

The digitalization of the energy and economy is a way to build an intelligent ecosystem for the energy 
indus-try based on digital business technology pla orms, u lize digital technology to guide the orderly 
flow of energy, data, and services to set up a greener, more economical, and more efficient modern 
energy ecosystem. Through establishing integrated digital business technology pla orms targe ng all 
par cipants of the industrial chains such as governments, the upstream and downstream enterprises in 
the energy industry, and users, energy, data, and service can be freely traded to achieve the symbiosis, 
sharing, integra on, and mutual benefit of the whole ecosystem. It aims at innova ng the way of doing 
business and interac on of each part in the pla orms, strengthening power grid enterprises' capability 
in integrat-ing the value chain of the energy industry, and suppor ng enterprises' transforma on to 
value-chain integrators of the industry and service providers of the energy ecosystem.

Digitaliza on of 
Services

The digitaliza on of services for clients refers to digital interac on, automa on services, and intelligent 
experience during the process of service provision. Power grid enterprises should establish a modern 
power supply service system, promote the in-depth integra on of digital technology into all business and 
full process of services for users. They should organize an agile frontline workforce oriented with 
"serving users and wining markets", build a highly efficient middle framework with "resource co-sharing 
and func on reuse" at the core, and a strong suppor ng workforce with the "systema c support and 
all-round guarantee" as its principle. Through extensive connec on and the explora on of client 
resources, enterprises will achieve a seamless connec on between online and offline and establish 
tailor-made applica on services featuring simple processes and rapid response to improve service 
efficiency and clients' experience. Enterprises should also support business innova on, improve users' 
experience, propel the release of the poten als of users' needs, and sa sfy them.

More 
Eco-friendly

More Efficient

More
 Economical

Digital Pla orm
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Digital Business Technology Platform 

36

04

Basic technology capability of CSG Cloud Pla orm, universal Internet of Things (IoT), digital plat-
forms of the power grid, and data center cons tutes backend technology to provide data collec- 

ons, storage, calcula on, and technology relevant to big data; the service shared center of CSG, 
which relies on shared service capabili es of the data center, CSG Cloud Pla orm, and the power 
grid digital pla orm, is the middle pla orm for providing data, technology, and components of 
business sharing services; power grid management pla orm, client service pla orm, dispatching 
opera on pla orm and opera on management pla orm cons tute the front-end technology; 
based on the business services provided by the middle technology pla orm, business scenarios 
are constructed to support the realiza on of various applica ons for highly efficient business 
development.
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It has a strong computing capacity. Based on 
the cloud- digital integrated base data center, 
it can realize the super large-scale data 
storage, super-strong data analysis and 
processing, low-latency high-bandwidth 
network communication, flexible resource 
management, and unified data input and  
output management, real-time management, 
and same-source sharing.

 It has the capacity to drive business with data. 
It uses global data resources as the support to 
drive the digital free splicing of business 
modules to achieve business goals and to 
precipitate and iteratively optimize driving 
capabilities.

1 2 3

The digital business technology pla orm has three main capabili es

It has a powerful data management capabil-
ity. Through unified data standards and 
models, it can realize global data 
centralization and real-time management, 
and data are effecvely integrated and shared 
among various majors.
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Technology Roadmap

The digital business technology pla orm includes the digital technology pla orm with cloud data integra on, the digital 
business pla orm, engaging with relevant par es in the energy ecosystem, and the network security system.

The network security system is 
to promote the comprehensive 
defense system for network 
security to ensure the safety and 
stability of the digital power grid.

Through the unified data model of the power grid, it fully describes the 
digital power grid and forms a complete digital technology system.

Through the service sharing center, it replaces the business coordina on 
method among tradi onal management systems with the provision of a 
service-shared model.

In terms of the digital technology pla orm with cloud 
date integra on, CSG Cloud Pla orm is the basic IT 
environment for the opera on of the digital 
technology pla orm;

the power grid digital pla orm manages the physical 
grid in a digitalized way through the unified grid 
model to form a brand new digitalized grid;

the universal IoT collects informa on from all 
equip-ment and sensors of the enterprise and 
provides informa on data resources of objects;

Digital Business Pla orm

digitalizes the produc on, 
opera on, and management of the 

enterprise

Cloud data center 
realizes data unifica on

Engaging with relevant par es in 
the energy ecosystem is to 
integrate the upstream and 
downstream enterprises on the 
industrial chain, and create an 
ecosystem for the energy 
industry to realize data and 
service sharing in a wider range.

I
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Cloud-Digital Integrated Digital Technology Pla orm

CSG Cloud Pla orm

Telecommunica on 
Operator

Energy Efficiency 
Service Provider

Electric Power 
Equipment Supplier

Internet Pla orm Operator

Water Supplier

Heat Supplier

Financial Service Provider

Gas Supplier

Integrated Pla orm of 
Power Grid Company

Electricity Supplier

Electric Vehicle Operator

Intelligent Product 
Manufacturer

Intensive Resource 
Alloca on

Service-oriented Business Applica ons

Integra on of R&D, 
Opera on and Maintenance

Elas c Expansion
Quick Delivery of 
Resource

Agile Development and Tes ng

Quick Deployment of Applica on

Fault Self-Recovering

Resource Standardiza on

Agile Applica on and 
Developmentppmeme

CSG Private Cloud

It can realize the unified management of stocking cloud infrastructure, services, 
and resources, cross-regional resource control & management, and the manage-
ment of prepara ons for disasters and disaster recovery. It possesses the ability 
for the R&D of various technical components and applica ons including ar ficial 
intelligence, block chain, and VR/AR, and can meet the requirements for the 
opera on of all kinds of digital pla orms.

It has the ability to provide public services for the government and 
society through the public cloud.

CSG Public Cloud
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II

The integrated digital technology platform of cloud and digital includes the three major digital basic sub- platforms: CSG Cloud Platform, Power Grid Digital Platform, and 
universal Internet of Things, as well as a cloud data center. It converges the general capabilities of the enterprise's digital fundamentals, and it is used in upper-level 
applications. 

1 CSG Cloud Pla orm

The CSG Cloud Pla orm is one of the three basic pla orms of the digital power grid. It adopts heterogeneous and cross-pla orm mul -cloud management technology to 
support logic and unified management of mul -cloud in a wider area so as to enable the enterprise to possess super large-scale hardware resource integra on, a super-strong 
calcula on capability, flexible and convenient virtualiza on, highly reliable fault-tolerant opera on, highly compa ble component services and highly scalable elas city of 
resources. Internally, it provides general technology components such as basic hardware resources and middleware, support agile development, rapid deployment, and 
fault self-recovering; externally, it provides various cloud compu ng and cloud services for government and the society, provides basic opera on environment for 
informa on integra on, sharing and applica on, and explores new service models of the enterprise.

Equipment Maintenance 
Service Provider
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 The power grid digital platform is built based on the unified data model of the power grid. Through collecting, converging, and processing a large number of data included in the asset life 
cycle, supply chain management, the whole process of electric power, and intensive management in human, financial and material resources, it promotes the digitalization of the complete 
links in the physical grid and of the whole process of production and operation. Internally, it drives the application building of every business field and improves the enterprise's lean 
management level. Externally, it provides all-around services for various users such as users of electric power, power generation enterprises, governments, and third-party agencies.

Power Grid Digital Pla orm

Infrastructure 
Applica on

Planning 
Applica on

Dispatching 
Applica on

Marke ng 
Applica on

Produc on 
Applica on

Resource 
Management 
for Map Data

Resource 
Management for 

Planning and 
Design

Resource 
Management for 

Power Grid's 
Equipment Resource 

Management for 
Users' Equipment

Resource 
Management for 

Opera on

Unified Data Model

Integrated Resource 
Service for 
Power Grid

Unified InterfaceGIS (Geographic 
Informa on System) 

Pla orm of 
Power Grid

Unified Data Model of Power Grid

Based on business needs, it covers the en re processes of power genera on, 
transmission, transforma on, distribu on, and consump on, as well as all the 
links of the supply chain including planning, purchasing, opera on, and 
overhaul, thus suppor ng the opera on of the en re business domain such as 
dispatching, opera on, and management.

Digital Twin Grid

Based on all equipment in the unified data model of the power grid and 
integrated map management, it topologically connects stations, lines, 
transformers, and households, inputs instant data on production, 
dispatching, and metering, covers all businesses such as the planning of 
power grid, engineering construction, production and operation, marketing 
and client services, and runs as a full-state data model.

Business Service Component

Businesses with common characteristics are precipitated to form shared 
business services on the power grid digital platform. Instead of having the 
common business service respectively for each business system, they can 
directly use business service components of the power grid digital platform to 
achieve the rapid construction and iteration of front-end applications for all 
businesses.
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Planning
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Power Grid Digital Platform2
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Universal IoT

Universal Internet of Things

The universal IoT has a three-layered landscape according to "cloud, channel, and device" to strengthen channel capability and standardized terminal access. It realizes terminal percep on of 
IoT, network connec on, pla orm controlling, and data interac on. Internally, it achieves a well-rounded instant percep on of the status of the power grid, supports the local instant opera on 
and business response, and promotes full coordina on of cloud, edge compu ng, and terminal; externally, it steps across the boundaries of the physical power grid, greatly enriches the sources 
of data collec ons, and provides effec ve measures for the realiza on of value chain extension.

Intelligent 
Monitoring Terminal

Edge Compu ng Edge Compu ng

Smart Wearable 
Device

Wire/Wireless 
Communica on

Robot

Sensor RFID

Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle

Electric Power IoT 
Pla orm

cloud-edge computing terminal coordinated universal IoT 
system

Through the formula on of technical system standards, it supports the 
real- me analysis and decision-making of business applica ons in various 
scenarios of the power grid.

Universal IoT Pla orm Layer

It has the capabili es for large-scale terminal standardized access, 
convergence, integra on, and co-sharing to meet the requirements of data 
security access systems and opera ng systems.

Network Layer

The op cal fiber backbone communica on network characterized by large 
bandwidth, high reliability, and two-way interac on meets the needs of enterpris-
es' digital transforma on into communica ons of large-flow informa on.

Percep on Layer

It has the characteris cs of miniaturiza on, intelligence, high integra on, and low power 
consump on. It has the capability for the front-end analysis of the terminal. By establishing 
the mapping rela onship between the physical power grid and the digital power grid, it 
realizes the full percep on of the status of equipment and customers.
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Cloud Data Center

The cloud data center adopts the architecture model of “ the integration of cloud and digital”, which is the core and brain of “data drive ”, and it expands its core capabilities from three 
aspects:

In order to support corporate decision-making and 
provide services for society, it provides public data 
and resource services for the public through visible 
big data analy cal applica ons.

Cloud Data 
Center

Exp
and Source

s 
Expand Coverage 

Expand Capaci es

50

Data sources have 
been expanded from 
the structured data of 
business management

to
massive semi-structured me 
data in me series and 
unstructured data such as 
pictures and videos

In addi on, social percep on data and environmental 
data have been introduced.

It supports the real- me sharing and two-way interac ons of data with various business pla orms, the 
dispatching and coordina on of data components, realizes the cross-domain calcula on, synchroniza- 

on, and dispatching of data, and meets the needs in data applica ons of all levels businesses of 
enterprises.

It supports data openness and data product R&D, and creates services and 
business models.

ExternallyInternally

4
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The cloud-based data center builds a strong "compu ng power" with its “compu ng capability, data, model plus algorithm”. They come to form data-driven 
business processes and decision-making capabili es, providing data and data analysis capabili es for various digital pla orms.

Data Center Based on Cloud 
Pla orm

The core components and data resources of the data center have the charac-
teris cs suitable for intensive and flexible management, and they ensure the 
business con nuity of the data center.

Data of enterprise-level management system are all collected and stored in 
real me in the data center. The real- me data access is expanded to the three 
automa on domains of dispatching, metering, and equipment status 
monitor-ing. Real- me access into data collected by IoT terminals is newly 
added. The real- me unified assembly of domain data in the data center is 
realized in this way.

Data Center's Capabili es for Component 
Services

With standard service capabili es for data sharing, it provides data service 
models such as Universal links, one-stop R&D, algorithm models, and data 
calcula ons. External search capabili es are expanded with enterprise knowl-
edge graphs.

Data Asset Management 
Pla orm

It realizes data governance, ensures the steady improvement of data quality, 
facilitates the integra on of new technologies and data management, 
and enhances the development of the mechanism of the opening and co-
sharing of data.
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Real- me Data Access into 
Data Center

Cloud Data Center4
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The digital business platform includes a grid management platform, a customer service platform, a dispatching operation platform, and an enterprise operational management and control 
platform. It supports enterprise management, operation, service, and ecological operation of the digital energy industry. The digital business platform is deployed on the cloud-digital 
platform integrating digital technologies. Various service components of the China South Grid (CSG) Cloud Platform work to realize various business functions, which are enabled through the 
splicing of shared services.

Digital Business Pla orm

Power Grid 
Management Pla orm

Client Service 
Pla orm

Dispatching 
Opera on Pla orm

Enterprise Opera on 
Management and 
Control Pla orm

54

As a major suppor ng pla orm for the 
transforma on of enterprises into 
digital power grid operators, it upholds 
the collabora on and integra on of 
various businesses of enterprises and 
integrates internal and external 
resources to achieve the efficient 
opera on of power grid assets.

It aggregates the upstream and down-
stream produc on factors of the 
energy industry, creates a new ecology 
of the digital energy industry, and 
supports the transforma on of enter-
prises into the value chain integrator of 
the energy industry and the service 
provider in energy ecosystem.

It supports the two core businesses of 
smart power grid opera on and power 
market opera on. It is the core 
pla orm for the transforma on of 
enterprises into digital power grid 
operators and it provides real- me 
produc on and opera on data to 
enterprise data centers.

It provides the monitoring and early warning, 
analysis, and correc on feedback services of 
the strategic opera on status of enterprises, 
their produc on, opera on, and management 
condi ons, and grid opera on ac vi es, and 
builds the full-coverage, integrated, and 
loop-locked strategic opera on management 
and control system for the strategy implemen-
ta on, overall opera ng status, and profes-
sional management of enterprises.

III
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Power Grid Management Pla orm

Focusing on the produc on and 
opera on of the power grid, 
it covers the total life cycle 
opera on and management 
applica on of assets and 
improves the management level 
of power grid produc on factors 
the digital level of produc on 
opera ons and opera on 
management.

Data-drive process reengineering 
and flat management in enter-
prises op mize the alloca on of 
human, financial, and material 
resources, realizing cost reduc- 

on, efficiency enhancement, 
and management improvement.

Digital technology is employed 
to promote the transforma on 
of employees' daily communi-
ca on and collabora on mode 
and improve work efficiency 
and office experience.

Total Life Cycle 
Opera on and 
Management 

of Power Grid Assets

Resource 
Management 

Applica ons for 
Enterprise Personnel 

and Proper es

Digital 
Collabora ve 

Applica on

 Customer Service Pla orm

By covering all the func onal components of electricity 
marke ng businesses, it achieves the internal and external 
collabora on of marke ng management and customer 
service, thus fully u lizing data to deal with daily opera ons, 
with the staff running fewer errands and customers paying “ 
no visit to the business hall”. In addi on, the applica on of 
new technologies in customer service scenarios is 
enhanced.

It supports the new ecology of the energy industry and the 
Internet business of the energy industry by connec ng all 
kinds of applica ons to online shopping malls, business 
trip-related apps, electric vehicle opera ons, industrial 
chain finance, mass entrepreneurship and innova on, and 
integrated energy services, thus empowering enterprises to 
integrate the value chain of the energy industry.

Electricity Service Applica on Customer Value-added Applica ons

Client Service
Pla orm
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Dispatching Opera on Pla orm

On the basis of the OS2 security control system, it 
expands the access and monitoring capabili es of 
massive and distributed en es, forming a new 
cloud-side integra on business model of "dispatching 
cloud brain + edge node".

It strengthens the capabilities of the OS2 system, 
enhances the online analysis and automatic control 
level of large power grids, and improves the defense 
and rapid recovery capabilities of the OS2 system under 
extreme conditions through large-scale and centralized 
new energy operation management. 

It supports spot goods and ancillary service market opera- 
ons through the technical support system of the power 

spot market. It also sustains the dynamic monitoring 
system of the electric spot market and realizes the 
dynamic monitoring of the market varie es of electric 
energy and auxiliary services.

Cloud-Edge Integra on" Smart 
Power Grid Opera on Ecological Pla orm

Realize the Safe and Stable Opera on of the Power Grid Support Power Market Opera on

From the perspec ve of the company's overall opera on 
and management, it controls the indicators, key tasks, 
and important topics that reflect the company's overall 
produc on and opera on status.

From the perspec ve of professional self-management, 
it controls the professional indicators, professional key 
tasks, and professional important topics that reflect 
professional management condi ons based on the 
business content of each professional field.

It integrates the opera on management and control 
pla orm with new technologies such as big data and 
ar ficial intelligence. It achieves agile response to 
businesses and the standardized management, itera on, 
and sharing of indicators.

Enterprise Opera on Management and Control Pla orm

It realizes enterprise-level opera on management and 
control

It realizes professional-level opera on control  It realizes the applica on of new capabili es in opera on 
management and control
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Connected to Ecology-related Par es in the Energy 
Industry

Connected to digital government, Hong Kong, Macau, and other 
na onal stakeholders2

On the basis of being connected to digital government affairs, we connect with provincial 
(regional) governments in the fields of electricity service, comprehensive energy, munici-
pal planning, and economic opera on, realizing business exchanges and data sharing.

Carry out business exchanges and data integra on with Hong Kong, Macau, other na onal 
stakeholders, and the upstream and downstream of the industry chain

Through the special analysis of economic indexes, enterprise energy consump on, and 
energy conserva on and emission reduc on, we publish government macroeconomic and 
industry economic research reports from the perspec ve of electricity and achieve internal 
and external data sharing and integra on through the matchmaking within the energy 
industry chain.

Connected to the Na onal Industrial Internet1

We associate logos with informa on and addresses, link 
the data chain, and provide a bridge for the industrial 
Internet applica ons of enterprises and industries to 
connect to the na onal industrial Internet.

We apply to top-level nodes for second-level prefixes, 
obtain private keys, public keys, and others, connect to 
na onal top-level nodes, and promote ecosystem 
applica ons.

We realize innova ve applica ons such as quality 
control management based on label analysis, supply 
chain collabora on and op miza on, supplier 
traceability, product life-cycle management, and 
supply chain ecosystem collabora on.

Construct a secondary node of 
industrial Internet iden fica on analysis

Connected to the Top Analy cal Nodes of 
the Na onal Industrial Internet Connected with stakeholders in the supply chain

Carry out business exchanges and data sharing with the 
government
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Network Security System

Improve the comprehensive network security protection system to ensure the safety and stability of the 
digital grid. The network security system has two core parts:
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The improvement 
of the safe service 

of the system 
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Cybersecurity 
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In-depth security
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network security 
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V
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network security 
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In-depth defense 
deployment and 

actual opera onal 
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The Value of Digital Power Grid

64

05

The digital power grid promotes the transforma on of enterprises to the operator, integrator, and 
provider, enhances society's sense of gain in electricity, implements the na onal energy strategy, 
and supports the construc on of Digital China.
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I
Promote the transforma on of enterprises to 
the operator, integrator, and provider

The digital power grid applies a new genera on of digital technologies to key areas such as the 
safe and stable opera on in various fields such as the large-scale power grids, large-scale new 
energy integra on, integrated smart energy, four-network integra on, large-scale energy 
storage, so that the technological progress can promote transforma on and upgrading. It 
makes digital and intelligent empower the grid opera on, improve the safe and stable opera-

on of the grid, build up the ability to control complex large grids, digitalize the en re grid and 
the en re produc on process, and support the transforma on of enterprises to smart grid 
operators.

The digital power grid promotes the transformation of management and business through 
further use of new-generation digital technologies such as big data and artificial intelligence. 
Management has changed from hierarchical to flat while the control has been changed from 
result-oriented to result-and-process oriented. Operations have been done on platforms rather 
than in the profession itself; and value creation has changed from a single profit model of 
electricity purchase and sale to a digital economy, such as data and services. It can also increase 
the business management efficiency, promote management process reengineering, 
organizational structure optimization for scientific decision-making, innovate the upstream and 
downstream collaboration methods between enterprises and the energy industry chain, and 
expand business models such as electric-driven vehicles, micro-power grids, and integrated 
energy services. By extending the digital grid industry chain, it integrates and shares industry 
chain resources and supports enterprises to transform into energy industry value chain 
integrators.

The digital power grid integrates the upstream and downstream data resources of the industrial 
chain, and jointly develops the energy data market with upstream and downstream enterprises 
through open coopera on. It promotes open coopera on, mutual benefit, symbiosis, and 
collabora ve innova on of energy ecosystem stakeholders through digitaliza on, and supports 
enterprises to transform into energy ecosystem service providers.

数字电网数字电网运营商运营商

能源产业价值链能源产业价值链整合商整合商

Smart Power 
Grid Operator

Energy Industry Value 
Chain IntegratorEnergy Ecosystem 

Service Provider 
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Through the application of digital power grids, we build a new digital one-stop service platform, introduce diversified participants, build a power financial market, provide 
inclusive services and value-added services such as flexible energy use, energy trading, energy efficiency management, and energy-saving services, and reduce the 
electricity cost of the whole society, thus improving people's sense of gain and satisfaction in electricity and shaping a world-class business environment. Based on users' 
perspective, we enhance their sense of being respected, bring them convenience and comfort of electricity services, and allow them to enjoy themselves in the process of 
receiving the services. Services of this kind are equal to freeing users’ body and mind and ensuring pleasant feelings of them throughout the whole process, which is the 
meaning of "freeing users".

Freeing users out is to focus on users, fully meet users' needs of energy and power for a better life, help them fully release their potential, continuously liberate and 
develop social productivity, and enhance social creativity. We build an agile front platform, an efficient middle platform, and a flexible back platform, and promote the 
upgrading of the modern power supply service system. The agile front platform speeds up the transformation and upgrading of services, promotes the application of 
Internet customer service platforms, and allows customers to have " no need to pay a visit to the power supply business hall" when they purchase electricity. The efficient 
middle platform improves the efficiency of the operation center, creates an "integrated intelligent operation system” driven by user needs, and focuses on business 
processes to promote efficient multi-discipline collaboration, to achieve the efficient operation of value flow, business flow, and data flow. The flexible back platform 
improves and ensures the quality of resources. We promote the digital transformation through which users only need to use one QR code to connect the whole network, 
fill one form to submit all the information, check one picture to get all information, and they do not need to pay a visit to the service hall to purchase electricity. Also, we 
build a uniified digital platform that connects all professions and integrates the internal with the external.

Enhance society's sense of gain in 
electricityII
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We will realize national coverage with the digital business technology platform, thus 
effectively establishing a hub platform connecting all the links of source, network, load, and 
storage . It will run through the entire energy process, facilitate the optimal allocation of 
production and service resources in the energy and power industry, promote clean energy 
consumption, and provide guidance of rational power consumption for users. It will not only 
promote energy conservation and emission reduction, maintain the stability of energy supply, 
and ensure national energy security, but also enhance the global standardization and mutual 
coordination of digital grids, realize cross-border and cross-regional grid interconnection, and 
promote mutually beneficial and win-win cooperation in the energy sector among different 
regions. 

Support the Construc on of 
Digital China

The digital grid collects massive amounts of energy opera on data and electricity 
consump on behavior data. These data are combined with government data, economic data, 
and commer-cial data to amplify the value of data and prosper the digital ecology and digital 
economy. By connec ng with smart ci es, digital power grid plays the role of power data in 
urban gover-nance, policy formula on, and macroeconomics; by connec ng with smart 
finance, it will play the role of power consump on data in credit ra ng assessment. Relying 
on the interconnec on of digital grids, we take the right to formulate digital grid standards, 
occupy the high ground of the new genera on of power systems, and facilitate overall 
development with energy technolo-gy as a breakthrough point, so as to enable China to be a 
forerunner as a technical power and to strongly support Digital China.
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Implement the Na onal Energy 
III Strategy
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The future national governance and even global governance will become the dual governance featuring in-depth integration of the physical world and the digital sphere. The 
digital power grid is a result of practicing the cultivation of new development force of the power grid and the energy industry. It will reshape the development pattern of the 
energy industry and promote the construction of an energy ecosystem with the power grid as the core. Enterprises on the power grid will use digital technologies as the core 
power and data as an important factor of production to promote management and business reforms, form a benign development situation driven dually by technologies and 
business needs, and digitalize the grid, the enterprises, the service, and the energy ecology, support the transformation to smart grid operators, energy industry value chain 
integrators, and energy ecosystem service providers, and promote enterprises on the power grid to move onto a track of world-class players with global competitiveness. 
Let's work hand in hand to build the digital grid! 

Conclusion
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